Consult

Data management for the National Product Catalogue
Do you need help with the National Product Catalogue (NPC)?

Whether you are a Supplier, Wholesaler, Distributor or Recipient, GS1 Australia Consult have a range of services available to suit your business and budget requirements.

**PRE-COMMENCEMENT ASSESSMENT 1 TO 2 DAYS**

We assess your organisation’s readiness for NPC implementation and provide a basic road map for implementation. Delivered on-site.

**Deliverables:**
- Review and understand client’s community requirements
- Identify potential data gaps
- Identify data quality issues

**Suitable for:**
- Organisations preparing to start NPC project
- Suppliers, distributors, wholesalers, recipients

**DISCOVERY SERVICE 3 DAY MINIMUM**

Understand what is required to successfully synchronise data with trading partners, including processes, data and technical requirements. Delivered on-site.

**Deliverables:**
- Data Synchronisation training and education
- Review of processes to ensure they support all NPC requirements
- Develop a roadmap for implementation

**Suitable for:**
- Organisations preparing to commence NPC project
- Organisations wanting to learn about the benefits of data synchronisation

**NPC DATA LOAD 2 TO 4 HOURS**

GS1 will complete a basic data load for you remotely. The process includes a review of the data to ensure it is accurate and complete.

**Deliverables:**
- Load of item and pricing data into the NPC
- Publish data to one recipient

**Suitable for:**
- Suppliers who have up to 10 products that require loading into NPC

**NPC KICK START 14 HOURS (1 DAY ONSITE)**

A fixed price service that starts with an initial onsite consult to begin loading of products followed by remote support.

**Deliverables:**
- Data build and load of approx. 10 products
- Remote support
- Upload of data via spreadsheet method

**Suitable for:**
- Suppliers with limited budget
- Suppliers needing guidance on data collection and loading
- Suppliers who have over 10 products to load

**NPC FAST TRACK 1 DAY MINIMUM**

Catalogue build and data load assistance with optional full day publisher training. Delivered on site.

**Deliverables:**
- Catalogue build (Item and price)
- Upload to NPC
- Publishing to recipients
- Validation of data
- Publisher training (Optional + 1 day)

**Suitable for:**
- Suppliers needing guidance on data collection and loading
- Suppliers needing to meet specific deadlines
- Suppliers who have over 10 products to load
**ATTENTION:** Select pallet colour for efficient delivery

WHERE TO START?  
DO YOU NEED TRAINING?  
DO YOU NEED HELP IMPLEMENTING?  
DO YOU NEED ONGOING SUPPORT?  
DO YOU NEED DATA QUALITY ANALYSIS?

---

**PUBLISHER TRAINING**  
**1 FULL DAY**  
**(1-5 ATTENDEES)**

Practical session on the use of the National Product Catalogue publisher application delivered on-site.

**Deliverables:**  
- Basic navigation  
- Add and change new items and prices  
- Publishing to recipients  
- Advanced search filtering  
- Upload and download via excel

**Suitable for:**  
- Current/future publisher users

**NPC FULL IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM**  
**10 TO 20 DAYS**

A complete program for your enterprise covering planning, business process alignment, data cleansing, systems integration, change management and sustainability implementation. Delivered on site with some remote support.

**Deliverables:**  
- Project planning  
- Development of new processes  
- Publisher and data synchronisation training  
- Data cleansing  
- Catalogue build and upload to the NPC  
- Publishing to recipients  
- Option to engage Solution Providers

**Suitable for:**  
- Suppliers with a large catalogue requiring end to end project management, support and data load assistance

**NPC DATA MAINTENANCE**  
**MINIMUM 30 MINUTES PER REQUEST**

GS1 will maintain your catalogue remotely, on demand on a low hourly rate basis. No minimum monthly fees apply.

**Deliverables:**  
- Item and price updates  
- End dating  
- Correction of errors  
- Publishing to additional data recipients  
- New Item load  
- Resolution of issues

**Suitable for:**  
- Suppliers lacking in resources to maintain their NPC catalogues

**DATA AUDIT**  
**2 TO 3 DAYS**

A review of your current data to identify gaps and assess data quality. This service can be delivered either on-site, remotely or a combination of both.

**Deliverables:**  
- Review current data gaps and assess quality  
- Provide recommendations how to fix errors  
- Help to develop an implementation plan for ongoing catalogue maintenance

**Suitable for:**  
- Organisations preparing to commence their NPC project  
- Organisations who have implemented NPC but are not confident that their data is accurate  
- Publishers, distributors, wholesalers, recipients

**RECIPIENT GETTING STARTED PACKAGE**  
**10 TO 20 DAYS**

A complete program for new Data Recipients covering; planning, training, business process review and design, change management and sustainability implementation. Delivered on site.

**Deliverables:**  
- Project planning and management  
- Recipient training  
- Development of new processes  
- Technical integration support

**Suitable for:**  
- Recipients who are ready to implement the NPC

**WANT TO KNOW MORE?**

Contact a member of the Consult team to discuss your needs and which services best suits your requirements.

E consulting@gs1au.org  
T 1300 BARCODE (1300 227 263) and select Option 4, Consulting
About GS1 Consult

We assist with all aspects of supply chain improvement based on global standards for unique identification. This includes master data, project management and EDI implementations.

About GS1 Australia

GS1 is a neutral, not-for-profit organisation that develops and maintains the most widely used global standards for efficient business communication. We are best known for the barcode, named by the BBC as one of “the 50 things that made the world economy”.

GS1 standards improve the efficiency, safety and visibility of supply chains across physical and digital channels in 25 sectors.

Our scale and reach – local Member Organisations in 112 countries, 1.5 million user companies and 6 billion transactions every day – help ensure that GS1 standards create a common language that supports systems and processes across the globe.

Find out more at www.gs1au.org